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I've become so numb i can't feel you there lyrics

m tired of being what you want me to be I'm tired of being me like you want to feel so infisse lost under the surface faith is lost and lost inside do not know what you are expecting Put from me I do not know what you expect me to put under pressure to be like the pressure on your shoes you are stuck in an inevitable
situation (Caught in the sub-yaw just caught in the undertow ) x2 Every step I take is another mistake for you all I do is just another mistake for you (Caught in the trailer just caught on the undertow) I'm stuck in an inevitable situation x2 I've become so numbed that I can't feel you there I can't feel you were tired so tired i
have much more awareness of so much becoming this i have changed everything i want to do what I want is to improve and be less like you can't you see you're choking me I don't know you're choking me holding too tightly afrid to lose control hold me too tight for fear of not being able to control cause everything you
thought I wouldn't be because all the expectations you had about me are falling apart right in front of your eyes (Naught no under the w just caught in the sub-trailer) stuck in an inevitable situation x2 Every step I take is another mistake for you All I do is just another mistake for you (Caught in the sub-yaw just stuck in the
sub-ya) stuck in an inevitable situation x2 And every second I waste is more than I can take every minute I uncheck I've become so nump that I can't feel there I've become there I can't feel there I can't feel there i have become so tired that i was so tired of being so much more aware that i have been very aware of it i
have changed all i want to do what i want to be better and be less like you don't like and i know i can end up failing too i know i could fail like me with someone disabled in you, but i've become so numly i can become so numly that i can't feel you're so dull i can't feel there you are i got so tired i'm so much more aware i've
become this i've changed all i want to do is I've become so numbing that I can't feel there I don't feel like you're being tile than you'll be tingling me to be I'm tired of being i'm tired of being me like you want me to have become so numr you there i'm so dull i don't feel like you're tired of being what you want me be tired of
being me as you want lyrics Source: Google Search Engine (Source: LyricFind) 'Numb' released by american rock band 'Linkin Park' in 2003 This song from the second regular album Meteora is a super-hit song with 1.4 billion views on YouTube as of June 28, 2020. music itself is good, but Linkin Park is also a world
famous band that you never know if you're interested in metal or rock, so it's just as popular. The first time I heard Numb was in 'Gaffy', one of the Warcraft 3 Usage maps. The map was created in the early days when warcraft 3 usemaps were activated, so the map wasn't very complete, but the fun itself was well
equipped and I remember it as the beginning of the ice-off form of usemaps. The 'Gabbing' was 'Dormant', which impressed strongly because of the synergy between the urgency of avoiding dogs and the intense notes of the song. So I remember when the pop songs didn't spread well in Korea, but I didn't know English
and just learned about them from the lyrics I heard by ear, and I was very happy to find 'Numb' somehow. It was a great song, but I couldn't find it at the time, but I plugged it in as soon as I heard it, so I found and listened to all the other songs from &lt;Crusin'&gt;Linkin Park and became a fan of them. Unfortunately,
'Linkin Park' has become uncertain since the 2017 'Chester Bennington' vocal committed suicide due to depression, so it's unclear if we'll find someone to replace Chester Bennington's tone, but it's great if we can recover from adversity as one of the best bands in the world. I'm tile to be what you want me to be fairing so
infilmente, lost under the surface No&lt;/Crusin'&gt; know what you're waiting for me Put under the pressure of riding in your shoes (Stuck at the bottom, just stuck in the sub-yaw) Every step I take is another mistake for you (Stuck in the nut, just caught in the[Chorus:] I was so numb that I can't feel you there that I've
been so tired, so much more aware that I'm becoming this All I want to do is be more like me and be less like you Don't you see you're choking me? Holding too strong, afraid of losing control Because everything you thought I would be fell right in front of you (Stuck at the bottom, just caught in the nut) Every step I take is
another mistake for you (Caught at the bottom, just stuck in the nut) And every second I waste is more than I can take [Chorus :] I've become so numpowered that I can't feel you there I've been so tired So much more aware that I'm becoming this All I want to do is be more like me and be less like you And I know I can
end up failing too But I know you were like me with someone disappointed in you [Choir :] I've become so numb i can't feel you there i've become so tired i can't feel you there i'm tired of being what you want me to be i've become so numb i can't feel you there i'm tired of being what you want me to be linkin park dormant
letters [chester bennington ( Mike Shinoda):] I'm tired of being what you want me to be feeling so unfaithful, lost under the surface I don't know what you're expecting from me Put under the pressure to walk in your shoes (Stuck at the bottom, just stuck at the bottom) Every step I take is another mistake for you (Stuck at
the bottom , just stuck at the bottom) [Chester Bennington:] I got so numb, I can't feel you there Getting so tired, so much more aware that I'm becoming this, all I want to do is be more like me and be less like you [Chester Bennington (Mike Shinoda):] Can't you see that you're choking me holding me too tightly, afraid of
losing control? Because everything you thought I'd be fell apart right in front of you (Stuck in tow, just caught at the bottom) Every step I take is another mistake for you (Caught at the bottom, just stuck at the bottom) And every second I waste is more than I can take [Chester Bennington:] I got so numb , I can't feel you
there Getting so tired, much more conscious I'm becoming this, all I want to do is be more like me and be less like you And I know I may end up failing too But I know you were like me with someone disappointed in you I got so numpower, I can't feel you there Getting so tired , much more aware that I'm becoming this, all
I want to do is be more like me and be less like you [Chester Bennington (Mike Shinoda):] I've been so numb, I can't feel you there (I'm tired of being what you want i be) I got so numr, I can't feel you there (I'm tired of being what you want me to be) Thanks to Gjitsuuchi for adding these lyrics. Thanks to
Det_homerjsimpson, Brynnh, Sugarwolff, Chabezoid for for these letters. Bourdon Robert G, Bennington Chester Charles Numb is the third single from the album. It is one of the band's best-known and praised songs. This song was later combined with Jay-Z's encore song and released under the title Numb/Encore
included on the album Collision Course (2004). This version won the Grammy Award for Best Rap/Sung Collaboration. The song reflects the feelings of a child whose parents try to make him realize the dreams they have not realized in their lives. A child is under constant pressure because his parents want him to be
perfect. The setting for the music video includes St. Vitus Cathedral and charles bridge in Prague, Czech Republic. I'm tired of being what you want me to be feeling so infilmente, lost under the surface I don't know what you're expecting from me Put under the pressure of walking in your shoes (Stuck at the bottom, just
caught on the undertow) Every step I take is another mistake for you (Caught in tow, just caught at the bottom)I've become so numbed that I can't feel you there Getting so tired I'm becoming this All I want to do is be more like me And be less like you You can't see that you're choking me holding too hard, afraid of losing
control? Because everything you thought I would be collapsed right in front of you (Stuck at the bottom, just caught at the bottom) Every step I take is another mistake for you (I get at the bottom, just caught on undertow) And every second I waste is more than I can take I've become so numbed I can't feel you there Get
so tired So more conscious I'm becoming this All I want to do is be more like me And be less like you And I know I can end up failing too But I know you were just like me with someone disappointed in you I've become so numpower that I can't feel you there Get so tired So more conscious I'm becoming this All I want to
do is be more like me and be less like you I've become so nummodor that I've become so nummodor that I've become so nummodor that I've become so nummodobly can't feel you there (I'm tired of being what you want me to be) I have to get so nummodore that I can't feel you there (I'm tired of being what you want me
to be) be)
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